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Minutes of the 914th US Provincial Council Meeting 
February 1, 2022 

 
PRESENT: Fr. Ed Kilianski, Provincial Superior; Fr. Quang Nguyen, Fr. Jack Kurps, Fr. Christianus 
Hendrik, Fr. Vien Nguyen, and Br. Andy Gancarczyk (video conference), Councilors; Dn. David 
Nagel, Provincial Treasurer; Br. Frank Presto, Provincial Secretary; Mary Gorski, recording secretary; 
Fr. Rafael Querobin and Fr. Greg Schill, in-coming councilors.  
 
I. Check-in –– Councilors updated each other on themselves, their ministries, and communities. 

Items of note: 
 

- Br. Duane Lemke just completed a visit to ministries and communities in South Dakota in 
his role as province director of Justice, Peace and Reconciliation. He noted the excellent 
work that the Priests of the Sacred Heart make possible in many areas of the state.  

 
- Schools in Mississippi were significantly affected by COVID-19 after Christmas; many 

teachers have been out sick. Holy Family School in Holly Springs had to go to virtual class-
es for several days.  

 
- Fundraising by Sacred Heart Southern Missions has been going well, though the Christmas 

card mailing was delayed due to shipping delays.  
 
- Our Lady of Guadalupe is undergoing changes in the community. Fr. Jerzy Mordalski has 

returned from Poland, Br. Andy Gancarczyk is on sabbatical and Fr. Wojciech Adamczyk is 
on leave. A new local superior and local treasurer need to be named.  

 
- The parishes served by the Lower Brule Pastoral Team continue to have a significant num-

ber of funerals.  
 
- Fr. Francis Vu Tran is staying with the St. Joseph Community at SHML while he works on 

his doctoral dissertation.  
 
- Fr. V. Nguyen hopes to continue part-time weekend ministry at St. Martin of Tours as his 

schedule allows.  
 
- A new candidate for the formation program is expected to arrive at Sacred Heart Monastery 

in mid-February. He will enter ECS.  
 
- The next Come and See weekend is planned for the first week of April. 
 
- Several members of the Sacred Heart Community at SHML are experiencing increased 

health concerns, including memory issues.  
 
- Fr. Ed Kilianski has begun chemotherapy for pancreatic cancer. So far, he has been feeling 

fairly good. It is hoped that he will soon be able to receive epidural shots to treat spinal 
stenosis.  

 
II. Finance  

A. Province Development Office –– There have been a few mailing delays due to shipping 
issues; however, income is quite positive. This is one of the most productive of the past five 
years.  
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B. Audits –– Procedural audits of the investment pools (CGA and Growth) will soon begin; the biennial audit of the senior 

rental section of Sacred Heart at Monastery Lake will also be done this year. CLA will do the audits.  
 
C. Budgets –– The annual budget process is underway; the final review of the budgets by the Provincial Council is scheduled 

for the May 10-11 meeting. The monthly payment for individual medical coverage is up $100 to $1,355.  
 
D. General Finance Commission –– The General Finance Commission met at the Provincial Conference Center January 19-21; 

participants included Fr. Luca Zottoli (general treasurer), Aldo Ivaldi (assistant to the general treasurer) and Fr. Gerd 
Hemken (German Province), along with Dn. Nagel, who is also a member of the commission. Garrett Stinson from 
SageView joined the meeting via video conference to update the commission on investments that are managed in the United 
States for the Generalate. Among the topics discussed were fundraising, bank accounts and foundations.  

 
E. SHSST / POSH Donation Acceptance Agreement –– Dn. Nagel presented a Donation Acceptance Agreement that went into 

effect in January. Its purpose is to define the policy and procedures under which the Priests of the Sacred Heart 
Development Office (POSH) and Sacred Heart Seminary and School of Theology may accept donations, with the coopera-
tion and support of the US Province. The agreement is the result of discussions from SHSST’s accreditation process. It clari-
fies who is responsible for what in the development process.  

 
F. Driver’s tests for senior SCJs –– Province policy states that beginning at age 76 SCJs will have a behind-the-wheel driver 

evaluation every two years. These are done by a representative from Christian Brothers Services, the province insurer. The 
most recent evaluations were done January 11 and 12. It was recommended that one SCJ discontinue driving and that anoth-
er only drive with specified restrictions. An SCJ with a negative recommendation has several options, including a refresher 
course and/or testing by another agency.  

 
G. Land in Door County –– The province owns 40 acres of land in Jacksonport (Door County). At a previous meeting the coun-

cil voted to offer the land for sale; land values in Door County are quite strong right now. The province received an offer for 
$426,000, which is $50,000 above the asking price. Ten years ago the land was appraised at $180,000. The council voted  to 
sell the parcel of land in Door County for $426,000. 

 
H. Thank you –– Fr. Ed Kilianski expressed his gratitude toward Dn. David Nagel and his staff for their stewardship of 

province resources. He wished Dn. Nagel well as he now takes on the duties of provincial councilor along with his work as 
treasurer.  

 
III. Election Assembly –– The council reviewed and voted to approve the minutes of the 2022 Election Assembly with minor 

changes. The minutes will be published in the next Cor Unum. Fr. Kilianski thanked Br. Frank Presto for his work in organizing 
the Election Assembly, as well as his continued service as provincial secretary. 

 
IV. Membership 

 
A. Br. Andy Gancarczyk –– Br. Gancarczyk’s sabbatical ends next fall. He plans to be in the United States on May 27 and will 

arrange to speak to Fr. V. Nguyen to discuss future ministry. He is open to many options. 
 
B. Fr. Zbigniew Morawiec –– Fr. Morawiec’s sabbatical ends this summer. He would like to return to formation at 

SHM/SHSST but is open to other possibilities. 
 

V. Review –– Councilors talked about Fr. Ed Kilianski’s six-plus years of administration, identifying moments of significance. 
Among them: the move of the formation program from Chicago to Sacred Heart Monastery, the opening of the Novitiate in 
Franksville, the increased welcome of international SCJs to the United States for ministry and community, theme-based provin-
cial visitations, the assemblies and retreats, and the significant impact of COVID-19 not only on ministries but on local SCJ 
communities. Fr. Kilianski said that he regrets that the division that is found in the country at large has also made its way into 
some local communities. There was a call for healing during the Election Assembly, but this has been a desire expressed within 
the province for many years. It is not unique to this time.  

 
Fr. Ed expressed his gratitude to all those who worked with him during his years as Provincial Superior, including both councils 
that served with him, non-elected members of administration, and lay staff. He said that the position of provincial superior is 
challenging but that he is grateful for the many moments of joy that he experienced.  

 
Before concluding the meeting with the out-going administration, Fr. Vien Nguyen asked Fr. Ed to give a blessing. The next day, 
Fr. Ed and out-going councilors were celebrated with a luncheon at the Provincial Conference Center. 
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Minutes of the 915th US Provincial Council Meeting 
February 2‐3, 2022 

 
PRESENT: Fr. Vien Nguyen, provincial superior, Fr. Jack Kurps, Fr. Rafael Querobin, Fr. Greg Schill, Br. Duane Lemke and Dn. 
David Nagel, Councilors; Br. Frank Presto, Provincial Secretary; Mary Gorski, recording secretary. Frs. Joseph Thien Dinh and Duy 
Nguyen were present for discussion of formation; Kathleen Dahlgren was present for discussion of legal concerns. Dn. Nagel is also 
Provincial Treasurer. 
 
I. Canonical and Corporate tasks  

A. Province positions 
1. Treasurer –– The council voted to appoint Dn. David Nagel as Provincial Treasurer. 
 
2. Mission Procurator –– The council voted to appoint Dn. David Nagel as Mission Procurator. 
 
3. Provincial Secretary –– The council voted to appoint Br. Frank Presto as Provincial Secretary. 
 
4. Vice Provincial –– The council voted to appoint Fr. Jack Kurps as vice provincial superior.  
 
5. Recording Secretary –– The council voted to approve Mary Gorski as recording secretary. 

 
B. Corporate Officers –– During the annual meeting of the Board of Directors of the US Province of the Priests of the Sacred 

Heart the following were elected as officers of the corporation: 
1. President –– Fr. Vien Nguyen 
2. Vice President –– Fr. Jack Kurps 
3. Treasurer –– Dn. David Nagel 
4. Secretary –– Br. Frank Presto 
 

C. Corporate resolution –– The council voted  to approve a corporate resolution that authorizes Dn. David Nagel, corporate 
treasurer, to execute any and all documents on behalf of the above noted corporation in connection with financial matters, 
including but not limited to applications, authorizations, agreements, purchases, account transactions and stock transactions.  

 
D. Province liturgist –– Fr. V. Nguyen has asked Fr. Jack Kurps to serve as Province Liturgist. Significant liturgical moments in 

the province, including vow ceremonies and ordinations, should be reviewed by him to ensure that they reflect a Dehonian 
style. Br. Duane Lemke agree to be the contact person in Hales Corners for funerals.  

 
II. Administration  

A. Confidentiality   –– Councilors talked about confidentiality and the need to be mindful in sharing information that is dis-
cussed at council meetings. Those who have previously served on council noted how easy it is to inadvertently share confi-
dential information with a friend through the course of a general conversation. It’s not necessarily that a person is knowingly 
spreading confidential information, but once a confidential matter does move beyond the council room, it is easy for it to 
take on a life of its own.  

 
Fr. V. Nguyen said that while he will try his best to allow people to speak their mind about challenging matters, he will not 
promise unlimited confidentiality to members; he will not hear an SCJ’s confession while serving as provincial superior. If 
someone confides in him regarding an illegal matter, he does not want to be tied to the confidentiality of the confessional. 
He welcomed other councilors to consider the same policy in their own lives. 

 
B. Working with the council –– Fr. V. Nguyen said that he will try to be in communication with the council regularly; he wants 

their counsel, and does not want to put a councilor in the position of being asked about a challenging situation which he has 
not been made aware of. 

 
C. Being present –– When there are challenges in a community, Fr. V. Nguyen hopes that he or a member of the council can be 

present to it as soon as possible.  
 

More needs to be done to prepare SCJs –– especially international SCJs –– for the area in which they will serve. Also, more 
preparation is needed to help SCJs and those with whom they collaborate learn to serve as a team. Often, SCJs continue to 
serve in a diocesan model. 
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D. Shared responsibilities –– Fr. V. Nguyen said that he would like to see each councilor take responsibility for particular sec-

tors of the province. These will be identified in the council’s strategic plan. He encouraged councilors to take part in the life 
of the worldwide congregation; if there is an international event that a councilor thinks would be beneficial, he should con-
sider going.  

 
Fr. V. Nguyen plans to provide time for reflection during council meetings. If the council feels that taking time for prayer is 
needed as a part of a decision-making process, he welcomes it.  

 
He suggested that the council finds opportunities to get away together outside of meetings to nurture their relationships 
together. It is also an opportunity to better understand each person’s inter-relational style.  

 
The council plans to return to spending the first morning of their meetings in prayer and reflection. This was set aside during 
COVID-19 since several councilors met by teleconference.   

 
Regarding his leadership style with the province, Fr. V. Nguyen said that he plans to be in close communication with local 
superiors. It may be beneficial to return to having a gathering of local superiors to facilitate dialogue and support among one 
another and the provincial administration.  

 
E. Provincial Visitation –– Fr. V. Nguyen tentatively plans to begin local visitations in April, starting with the communities in 

the Milwaukee area. He will soon contact local superiors to determine a schedule.  
 
F. General Visitation  ––  The general visitation will be April 30 – May 22. Fr. V. Nguyen will speak to local superiors to final-

ize dates. Most likely, Fr. Carlos Luis Suarez Codorniú and Fr. Stephen Huffstetter will begin with the Sacred Heart 
Community in Pinellas Park and then come to the Milwaukee area for an extended visit, possibly taking part in commence-
ment at SHSST. Fr. Suarez would like to visit each community and get a sense of each ministry in the province. Local com-
munities should determine the schedule and agenda of their time with the Superior General. He would like to offer time to 
meet with each SCJ. Fr. Suarez would also like to meet with the council; this could take place during the May 10-11 meet-
ing. He does not plan to have a concluding meeting with the council at the end of the visitation. Fr. V. Nguyen suggested 
that Fr. Suarez also meet with committee and commission heads. Following the visitation in the US Province, Fr. Suarez and 
Fr. Huffstetter will do a visitation of the Canadian Region.  

 
The council agreed that Fr. V. Nguyen does not need to accompany Fr. General and Fr. Huffstetter on each leg of their trav-
els; as a former member of the US Province, Fr. Huffstetter will be able to escort the superior general.   

 
One of the issues that the council would like to discuss with the Superior General is the collaborative relationship of the US 
Province with the Districts of India and Vietnam. The US Province financially supports formation efforts in both districts. 
The province would like to welcome more SCJs from these areas to come to the US for community and ministry.  

 
G. Formation –– Prior to the visit with Frs. Joseph Thien Dinh and Duy Nguyen, the council talked in general about formation. 

Fr. V. Nguyen emphasized his desire that the formation team have appropriate authority and that provincial administration 
should be careful not to micromanage the program. It should be assumed that the formation directors closely monitor the 
students and generally have a good sense of what is needed in their schedules and activities. Although the provincial superi-
or has authority over the formation program, Fr. V. Nguyen said that he wants to respect the actions and mindset of the for-
mation team. Students should go through their formators for requests, not directly to the provincial superior. 

 
The council talked about the transition of an applicant through the admissions process to the formation program and stressed 
that once a person is accepted as a candidate that his files move to the formation team; the vocation office is not involved in 
the candidate’s formation process.  

 
Frs. Duy Nguyen and Joseph Thien Dinh visited with the new council to share updates from the formation program.  Topics 
of conversation included the blessings and challenges of having a religious formation house within the larger setting of the 
monastery community and the seminary. It is hard to create a distinct feeling of community. Both formators agreed that the 
ideal is to have the formation program in a separate location. Living in a larger institution, it is hard to see students in casual 
interactions with each other as would happen if they lived in an autonomous setting. The formation program becomes just 
another sector among many in the students’ lives. It can be difficult to immerse students in formation for SCJ religious life 
while living at a seminary that has a strong emphasis on preparation for diocesan priesthood.  
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It is good for those in formation to get a sense of the international congregation through students in the ECS program.  

 
The First Friday presenters are a welcome part of the program, but the formators find that they ask many of the same SCJs 
to speak to the community. Fr. V. Nguyen suggested that the formation team reach out to lay staff who are steeped in 
Dehonian spirituality and values.  

 
Fr. V. Nguyen asked the formators if they thought it would be good for the students to be involved in organizing a group(s) 
from the US Province for World Youth Day 2023. The formators said that it would be a good experience for them as long as 
they are back in time for the start of the fall semester. 

 
Formators were thanked for their service to the province; in many ways they are “gatekeepers,” working to ensure that the 
students in their care truly have a vocation with the SCJs. The council suggested that they and the formation team meet once 
a semester for dialogue unless a need arises for more frequent meetings.  

 
H. Centennial –– Next year will be the 100th anniversary of the SCJ presence in the United States. The council will establish a 

planning committee to develop an extended celebration of the centennial at the local and province level.  
 

Among the ideas suggested for commemorating the year included a poster featuring Fr. Dehon, a prayer, a logo, and short 
bulletin items and facts about the province that could be shared in ministry communications.  

 
Mission Education is tentatively scheduled for South Dakota in 2023. This could be a concluding, or significant moment in 
the year-long celebration.  

 
Fr. V. Nguyen will begin contacting SCJs to see who might be interested in serving on a planning committee. 

 
I. World Youth Day 2023 –– The next WYD will be in the first week of August, 2023, in Lisbon, Portugal. Fr. Hendrik 

Ardianto has agreed to lead the organizing effort for the US Province. It is hoped that representatives from most of the areas 
of the province can be a part of the young adult group that goes to WYD. Prior to the trip, participants are to take part in 
activities to enhance their sense of Dehonian spirituality. Professed students, and candidates who have been in formation for 
at least a year, will be among those considered for the trip.  

 
Bishop Jose Ornelas Carvalho in Portugal has discussed hosting a gathering of Dehonian youth in conjunction with WYD. 

 
J. Provincial Assembly, 2022 –– Councilors agreed that it would be beneficial to have a province assembly this summer. 

Previously the JPR Commission offered to assist in organizing an assembly; the commission will be asked to take the lead 
for 2022. A suggested topic for the assembly: something centered on the challenge of polarization, which is found through-
out society in general, ministry and religious life. How can people better learn to have dialogue and hear each other?  

 
The assembly will take place August 16-18 in Hales Corners. First Professions will take place the night before the assembly; 
Province Jubilees will be held during the assembly. Dn. David Nagel and Fr. Jack Kurps will take charge of organizing the 
Jubilee Celebration.  

 
K. Rome –– Fr. V. Nguyen will be at the Generalate in Rome for the General Conference, Feb 13-18. He will remain in Rome 

the next week for the Major Superiors meeting, returning to the US on February 25.  
 
L. Provincial Chapter –– The next provincial chapter is tentatively scheduled for July, 2023. Specific dates will soon be deter-

mined. Fr. Jack Kurps and Br. Frank Presto were appointed by Fr. Vien Nguyen to an organizing committee for the chapter; 
more committee members will be added after a date is selected.  

 
M. Collaboration with Vietnam –– An SCJ from Vietnam is scheduled to come to the United States as soon as his documenta-

tion is approved. Fr. V. Nguyen would like to offer him the opportunity to serve in a ministry other than St. Martin of Tours. 
However, this might not be initially possible. The agreement with the Superior General is that the Vietnamese SCJ take Fr. 
Joseph Quang Tran’s place at St. Martin of Tours. Also, his visa application indicates that he will be at St. Martin of Tours. 
Perhaps after he is established in the US Province other possibilities can be considered. He could take courses at SHSST on 
relevant topics to better prepare for ministry in the United States.  
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N. Sacred Heart Seminary and School of Theology –– The council reviewed a written update on SHSST from Fr. Raúl Gómez 
Ruiz, rector. He noted that the Preaching Conference held in early January had approximately 60 participants. Due to the 
rise in COVID numbers in Wisconsin, the seminary returned to stricter protocols; it is hoped that there can be a return to 
previous protocol levels in mid-February. SHSST staff have begun to outline how the nearly $1 million Lilly Pathways for 
Tomorrow Grant will be utilized. Areas of focus for grant monies will include formation, Toolbox resources, and expanding 
the Cor Unum MA pathway. Fr. Raúl also noted anticipated changes in the 6th edition of the PPF, much of which are aimed 
at ensuring that formation drives the program for priestly formation rather than academics. 

 
O. Legal concerns –– Kathleen Dahlgren, province attorney, spoke to the council about some of the legal concerns of which the 

province needs to be mindful. In particular, she spoke of international SCJs and ensuring that they are in proper legal status 
with the US government. She emphasized the need for international SCJs to communicate with her and the provincial supe-
rior regarding any travel outside of the United States, especially when an SCJ is in the process of applying for a “green 
card” for permanent residency. This process can now take upwards of three years and departing the US during the process 
can result in the cancellation of an application. Kathleen also works closely with HR directors in the province to ensure that 
all province entities are in full compliance with local and national standards and regulations. She assists when there are 
questions about bequests, some of which can become quite complicated, as well as legislative concerns that may impact the 
Priests of the Sacred Heart. Her firm has a variety of legal experts who assist with other needs, such as real estate. A mem-
ber of her firm is currently attending to the sale of the property in Door County.  

 
Councilors asked if there was any movement on Fr. Juan Carlos Castañeda Rojas’ attempt to return to the United States. Ms. 
Dahlgren noted the wide variety of people the province has sought assistance from but without success. This includes legal 
specialists in the field of immigration law and a US senator’s office. 

 
P. Request from Ecuador –– The District of Ecuador made a request asking that the US Province purchase a van for the district 

for $30,000. The council is open to the request, but prefers that all such requests go through the General Treasurer’s Office. 
Dn. Nagel will contact the General Treasurer’s office.  

 
Q. Archbishop Zolile Mpambani –– Fr. V. Nguyen informed the council that Archbishop Zolile would be visiting in Hales 

Corners from February 3-7. He is an SCJ bishop from South Africa.  
 
R. Council meetings –– Councilors talked about their upcoming meetings. They will follow a format similar to the previous 

council, with prayer and reflection taking up most of the first morning of meetings. Afternoon sessions will begin at 1:30 
instead of 1:00 pm.  

 
The council will take part in CMSM’s Virtual New Leader Workshop March 7-9. Other meetings: 

 
February 9: Council meeting via teleconference at 1:00 pm 

 
April 5-6: Planning retreat in Chamberlain, SD ––This will be a planning retreat facilitated by Sr. Cathy Bertrand. 
Councilors will focus on three areas that they hope to develop into a strategic plan: Spirituality, Ministry and 
Community. The gathering will be in a similar style to the Election Assembly, where prayer and tasks are intermingled. 
Fr. V. Nguyen will send information about lodging to members of the council, who will be asked to make their own 
reservations. Br. Presto and Mary Gorski are to take part in the planning retreat. 

 
May 10-11: Council meeting, Hales Corners – budgets, and time with Fr. General 

 
June 28-29: Council meeting, Hales Corners 

 
August 10: Council meeting via teleconference, TBD 

 
September 27-28: Council meeting, Hales Corners 

 
November 9-10: Council meeting, Hales Corners 

 
December 20-21: Council meeting, Hales Corners (Christmas party with provincial staff) 
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S. Brainstorming –– As noted above, in April the council will have a planning retreat to better define councilors’ goals for the 
next three years. As a prelude to that, councilors discussed what they had heard from fellow SCJs during the Election 
Assembly, what they viewed as priorities for the province, and what their hopes and dreams for the province are.  

 
III. Membership 

 
A. Fr. Fabio dos Santos de Hora –– Fr. Ed Kilianski approved Fr. dos Santos’ request for ministry in the US Province. He is to 

be assigned to Our Lady of Guadalupe, Houston, for one year; at which time there will be an evaluation of his experience. 
Expectations need to be clearly defined before he goes to OLG. Fr. V. Nguyen will work with the pastoral team at OLG to 
discuss expectations. 

 
Br. Presto said that Fr. dos Santos will most likely receive his religious worker permit in March. 

 
B. Fr. Francis Vu Tran –– Fr. V. Nguyen said that he recently spoke to Fr. Tran; Fr. Tran is spending a few weeks with the St. 

Joseph’s Community at SHML. Fr Tran hopes to finish his doctoral dissertation this summer. Following his second term as 
superior in Vietnam he plans to return to the US Province.
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Minutes of the U.S. Province Election Assembly 
January 3-6, 2022 • Hales Corners, Wisconsin 

 
 
 
Monday, January 3 
 
I. Opening activities 
 

A. Initial announcements –– Br. Frank Presto and Mary Gorski gave a few “housekeeping” and operational 
announcements regarding the assembly. 

 
B. Fr. Stephen Huffstetter ––  Fr. Huffstetter, vicar general, shared the greetings of the Superior General, Fr. Carlos 

Luis Suarez Codorniú. Speaking for the Superior General, Fr. Huffstetter expressed his gratitude for the US 
Province, including its welcoming of international SCJs in community and ministry.  

 
C. Fr. Ed Kilianski –– Fr. Kilianski welcomed SCJs and officially declared the assembly “open.” 
 
D. Prayer –– Fr. Ed Kilianski led the opening prayer and served as prayer leader for the rest of the day. 
 
E. Tellers and secretary –– Br. Frank Presto, provincial secretary, administered the Oath for Tellers (Novices 

Jonathan Nguyen-Vuong, Jacob Smith and Michael Wodarczyk) and the Oath for Secretary of the Assembly 
(Mary Gorski).  

 
F. Facilitator –– Fr. Tom Knoebel was presented as the facilitator of the assembly. He took a few minutes to intro-

duce himself to SCJs, noting that he has a long history with the community from his many years at Sacred Heart 
Seminary and School of Theology, including several as its rector. One of the first Masses that he celebrated as a 
newly ordained priest was in the main chapel at SHSST. He was first assigned to teach at the seminary in 1981. 

 
II. State of the Province 

A. Video –– The State of the Province began with a video with the theme of “gratitude.” In it were images from the 
ministries and communities of the province, including several in which people expressed gratitude for their min-
istries, communities and/or the impact of the Priests of the Sacred Heart and their benefactors in their lives. 
Local areas provided the images; Frater Paul “Phong” Hoang edited them into the video. 

 
B. Fr. Ed Kilianski –– Fr. Kilianski began by giving a short update on his health; prior to the assembly he was diag-

nosed with pancreatic cancer. He thanked SCJs for their prayers and support.  
 

Regarding the “State of the Province” itself, he noted that all SCJs had received the extensive written report. To 
add to that, Fr. Kilianski shared some personal thoughts about the province, as well as a brief reflection on being 
Provincial Superior.  

 
He began by noting that the province is smaller in number than when he began his first term. More SCJs are now 
retired; 20 died during his six-and-a-half years of office. The province in 2022 is much more international and 
diverse than it was in 2015. In recent years, the province has struggled with the impact of COVID both in min-
istries and in communities.  

 
Fr. Kilianski said that he is very hopeful for a strong future for the province. The province is welcoming to others 
and does excellent ministry as Dehonians serving the Church in the United States. He noted that in the written 
State of the Province he included comments and suggestions for the future, but emphasized that it is up to the 
next Provincial Superior to set the tone for the province and its direction.  

 
During his administration, Fr. Kilianski said that it was important for him and his council to always be in dia-
logue with the province. He is appreciative to many for their support, including former Provincial Superiors. He 
offered thanks for the SCJs who served on both of his councils and added that while they may not have always 
agreed, they always tried to respect each other and work well together for the good of the province. Fr. Kilianski 
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also offered his thanks to Dn. David Nagel for his service as Provincial Treasurer, Br. Frank Presto, for his work 
as Provincial Secretary, and Frs. Wayne Jenkins and Ed Zemlik for their work in the Archives. He also thanked 
province lay staff for their service.  

 
Fr. Kilianski concluded by stating that the province has much for which to be thankful, and asked that the Holy 
Spirit guide SCJs in their election process. 

 
III. First session – Fr. Knoebel introduced the first table exercise. In small groups SCJs were asked to reflect on the fol-

lowing: 
 

A. What strikes you as important at this time? 
B. What do you think is essential for the next three years? 
 

       Following their discussions, each table was to write and share two essential ideas. These were reported to the full 
group. The ideas shared (numbers are just to differentiate one comment from another; they are in no particular 
order):  

 
1.  Address shrinking numbers and how to sustain our ministries. 
 
2.  Prepare someone to study and help us retrieve our charism and spirituality. 
 
3.  Think about and develop new ministerial projects that excite current membership and invite international 

SCJs, which may inspire new vocations. 
 
4.  Continue to deepen the SCJ charism among us. 
 
5.  Continuing multiculturalism 
 
6.  Discern a new ministry, even if it means shaking things up. 
 
7. Internationality: 

a.  Interculturality 
b. Invitation 
c. Preparation of community for interculturality 

 
8. Vibrancy 

a. Nurture gifts, skills, and talents 
b. Creative and intentional common prayer 

 
9. Community as ministry – how do we support one another? 
 
10.  Province identity – how do we realize interculturality? 
 
11. We propose that the US Province organize a provincewide, inclusive renewal program. This program would 

have a two-fold purpose: 
 

a.  To heal wounds among us. 
b.  To continue to discover our sense of unity as Dehonians in life and ministry in the USA  

 
Perhaps this program could be in celebration of the Dehonian Year. 

 
12. Vocation and formation 
 
13. Not just quantity, we need quality 
 
14. Religious life is our “first mission” 
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15. New ministry or presence needs to be considered 
 
16. We need a plan for formation, for mission, for ministry. 

 
17. Continue a radical gospel life so to teach others to be relevant ministers (teach the teachers, common mission 

for province). 
 
18.  Healthcare, self-care; also: 

- Can we still work with the poor? 
- Use media to reach others 
- Promote a better way of living 
- Be in touch with changes in demographics; reach out to young and old 
- Current culture, the needs of the young, etc.  

 
19. Strengthen our relationships between various groups: retired and active, different cultures, communities, 

ministries 
 
20. Find innovative ways to attract vocations and accompany new members.  
 
21. Strengthen our apostolates (SHSST, Mississippi, South Dakota, Houston) with the personnel necessary to 

continue their work. 
 
22. Stress cohesiveness in community; there should be weekly meetings in community.  

 
IV. Second session – SCJs discussed what they heard from the reports in the first session. What did they resonate with; 

what was missing? Comments shared with the full group (paraphrased): 
A. Cor unum; we need education on the Sacred Heart. 
 
B. Unity and community are vital 
 
C. Nothing was surfaced about Justice, Peace and Reconciliation nor about migration. 
 
D. More needs to be done about sharing our charism with the laity and collaborating with laity. 
 
E. We resonate with the call for renewal, and the need to seek better communication within community.  
 
F. There was no mention of youth ministry. 
 
G. We concur with what was said, especially the importance of communication to all age groups.  
 
H.  Our primary vocation is to religious life and community life. 
 
I. We need a deep grounding in our spirituality, which feeds everything else that we do. 
 
J. Interculturality and internationality are vital. 
 
K. There is a lot of talk about new ministry but the province has not been able to make this a reality yet. We need to 

think beyond conventional ideas of a ministry being tied to a place.  
 
L. Evangelization –– we need to reach out more. 
 
M. What was missing? We didn’t hear the voices of international confreres. 
 
N. We need tools for reflection on SCJ spirituality for SCJs themselves. 
 
O. We have discussed campus ministry; how can we follow up on it? 
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P. We need to look at how we reach out to those in need. 
 
Q. How do we better integrate prayer, community, and ministry? The Rule of Life needs to be interpreted in our 

times. 
 
R. We need to focus on our charism and our ministries. 
 
S. What was missing? How can our older members inspire and support our younger members? 

 
IV. Conclusion –– Fr. Knoebel summarized the first day’s activities. After reflecting on the State of the Province, SCJs 

identified concerns and priorities for the province as it looks to the next three years. Keeping these discussions in 
mind, on Tuesday SCJs will be asked to name the skills needed in leadership to address the issues raised, and then 
surface names of people who have such qualities.  

 
V. Liturgy –– The 2020 and 2021 jubilarians were honored at Monday’s liturgy. They included: Br. Diego Diaz, Fr. 

Rafael Querobin and Fr. Jean-Claude Mbassi (20 years); Fr. Joseph Thien Dinh, Br. Andy Gancarczyk, Fr. Quang 
Nguyen, Fr. Ed Zemlik, and Fr. Wojciech Adamczyk (25 years); Fr. Christianus Hendrik, Fr. Andrzej Sudol, and Fr. 
Jerzy Mordalski (30 years); Fr. Byron Haaland and Br. Ray Kozuch (50 years); Bishop Joseph Potocnak (60 years); and 
Br. Bernie Taube, Fr. Richard Johnston and Fr. Tom Lind (70 years). Fr. Ed Kilianski was the main celebrant.  

 
 
Tuesday, January 4 
 
I. Opening prayer –– Fr. Tom Cassidy led the opening prayer and served as prayer leader for the rest of the day.  
 
II. First session –– Fr. Tom Knoebel introduced the first session. At table, SCJs were asked to review a written text of 

Monday’s table discussions and identify the most significant topics that came out of those discussions, the priorities 
for the province at this time. Table comments to the group (paraphrased): 

 
A. We need to take care of ourselves; it is important to take care of the caregiver. 
 
B. We need a plan for the future that has a methodology, that gives focus to developing a vision in which the 

province can work together. The key concerns for the future: vocations, internationality / interculturality, 
Dehonian charism, and ministries. 

 
C. Spirituality is the most important; it is the base of our activities. We need development in our spirituality and 

need to better share our spirituality with others. 
 
D. We need a new ministry. 
 
E. We need vibrancy, a renewal of our community life.  
 
F. Areas of priority: ministry, mission and interculturality. 
 
G. Religious and community life is our first mission.  
 
H. Strengthen our apostolates, such as SHSST and OLG, Houston. 
 
I. Stress cohesiveness in community; institute weekly meetings in local communities.  
 
J. We agree with the statements made on Monday: we need a plan for formation, for mission and for ministry. 
 
K. We need someone to study and retrieve our charism to assist SCJs and the laity to better understand and live it.  
 
L. We need to find different ways to share our charism among ourselves, the laity, and other clergy. We have neg-

lected sharing our Dehonian charism with other clergy. 
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M. We need a province plan for preparing and replacing key roles in the province, such as Treasurer, Novice 
Master, and Dehon scholar. 

 
N. Community is a priority. Other priorities: interculturality, vocations, Justice and Peace. Community life impacts 

all three of these areas. 
 
O. Self-care is important for the health of our ministries. 
 
P. We need to find practical ways to enhance community life, such as community meetings. Ministry should be 

supported by our community life. 
 
Q. Interculturality, internationality are priorities.  
 
R. Continue the work already begun in regard to new ministry possibilities.  

 
III. Session II  

A. First table discussion: skills needed in leadership –– Fr. Tom Knoebel introduced the second session of the day. 
Keeping in mind the priorities and concerns identified for the province, table discussions would now focus on 
the skills, qualities and abilities needed in leadership to address those issues and concerns. Comments from table 
secretaries to the full group (paraphrased): 

 
Skills, qualities and abilities needed in leadership: 

 
1. Pastoral, practical vision. 
 
2. Ability to invite international SCJs to the US for community and ministry. 
 
3. Willingness to listen and compromise. 
 
4. Good listener, able to collaborate, transparent, decisive, synodal.  
 
5. Competent pastorally and administratively. 
 
6. Able to make bold decisions when needed. 
 
7. Recognize and have compassion for how decisions will affect others. 
 
8. Compassionate spirit. 
 
9. Servant leadership. 
 
10. Experience in social justice ministry. 
 
11. Knowing SCJ spirituality, being able to act based in it and able to share it with others. 
 
12. Organizational skills that allow for good management and planning. 
 
13. Able to make hard decisions. 
 
14. Good personal and a personnel skills in dealing with those who have difficulties. 
 
15. Cultural sensitivity, especially to those who may be new to the province. 
 
16. Creative, imaginative leader who can call forth the best in each of us. 
 
17. Ability to listen to and analyze what has been heard and discern how to deal with it. Ability to make tough 

decisions and transfer ideas into action. 
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18. Pastoral shepherd; ability to step out of one’s own mindset and listen. 
 
19. Good communicator and an active listener. 
 
20. Collaborator. 
 
21. Decision-maker. 
 
22. Good communicator. 
 
23. Able to serve, not just be served. 
 
24. Be a good example. 
 

B. Second table discussion: surface names –– With previous discussions in mind, Fr. Knoebel asked SCJs to have 
table discussions, and from these discussions, try to find consensus around three names for consideration for the 
position of Provincial Superior. In the report to the wider group, each table was to state the reason why it mem-
bers suggested the particular SCJs (qualities of persons). Comments from table secretaries to the full group (para-
phrased): 

 
1. Jack Kurps, due to his broad range of skills. He has been on several province boards and committees, he is 

creative, he can make hard decisions, he has experience and compassion for social justice, he has internation-
al experience and he has a love for the congregation. 

 
2. Fr. Vien Nguyen because he is observant, he is reflective, he is a scholar, he has a love of the congregation, 

he thinks outside of the box, he has international experience, and he has a strong connection with SHSST. 
 
3. Fr. Jack Kurps is a good planner, a process person, he is strong in the charism, he is a good liturgist, very 

creative, does not easily give up, he gets the job done. 
 
4. Fr. Jim Schroeder because of his language skills, ability to work with people in groups. 
 
5. Fr. Vien Nguyen because he is bright, articulate, well educated and dedicated. His drawback is that he does 

not have much experience in administration and management.  
 
6. Fr. Vien Nguyen is sharp, intelligent, uses his skills well, is articulate, young, brings energy. 
 
7. Fr. Jack Kurps has experience in leadership, is grounded in spirituality, and spreads the charism with the 

laity.  
 
8. Fr. Quang Nguyen has demonstrated leadership with the senior community and as vocation director. 
 
9. Fr. Rafael Querobin because of his international experience, multilanguage skills; he is a good communica-

tor, collaborates well, is a decision-maker, is easy to work with. 
 
10. Fr. Jack Kurps is a good listener, good organizer, knows the province well, and can work with others. 
 
11. Fr. Vien Nguyen is young, visionary, intelligent, a good communicator, is down to earth, is spiritual, inter-

generational, knows the province, is welcoming, has openness and kindness, good leadership skills, sets a 
good example. 

 
12. Fr. Vien Nguyen is a good listener, is creative, is intelligent. 
 
13. Fr. Duy Nguyen because he is persistent, direct but also relational. 
 
14. Fr. Quang Nguyen to keep the status quo. 
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15. Fr. Andrzej Sudol, Fr. Rafael Querobin and Fr. Jack Kurps as “runner up” suggestions with no attributes 

cited. 
 
16. Fr. Vien Nguyen because he is a good communicator, good listener, is aware of intercultural situations. 
 
17. Fr. Jack Kurps has experience and good organizational skills. 
 
18. Fr. Vien Nguyen is a great listener, compassionate, has good judgment, good intellect. 
 
19. Fr. Quang Nguyen is decisive, good judgment. 
 
20. Fr. Jack Kurps has good communication skills, experience and good organizational skills. 
 
21. Fr. Mark Mastin has worked with the poor and has leadership experience from the Army. 
 
22. Fr. Jack Kurps is experienced, a good administrator, good listener and has experience on the Provincial 

Council. 
 
23. Fr. Vien Nguyen is sharp, intelligent, good scriptural skills, and was born outside of the United States which 

gives him a good sensitivity about international and intercultural concerns. 
 
24. Fr. Quang Nguyen has good leadership experience, international experience, and administrative experience. 
 
25. Fr. Vien Nguyen is a good communicator, works across groups, has experience in province apostolates, and 

a good educational background. 
 
26. Fr. Guy Blair because of his compassion for the poor. 
 
27. Fr. Jack Kurps due to his experience on province boards, administrative skills and sense of spirituality. 
 
Following the reports, SCJs reflected in small groups on what they heard. Br. Frank Presto listed the names of 
those raised during the reports, and how many times each name was mentioned: 

 
Fr. Jack Kurps – mentioned 9 times 
Fr. Vien Nguyen – 9 times 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 4 times 
Fr Rafael Querobin – 2 times 
Fr. Jim Schroeder – 1 time 
Fr. Duy Nguyen – 1 time 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 1 time 
Fr. Mark Mastin – 1 time 
Fr. Guy Blair – 1 time 
 

IV. Session III  
A. Fr. Chuck Wonch –– SCJs were informed that Fr. Wonch had been taken to the hospital via ambulance shortly 

before the afternoon session began. He was having difficulty breathing. 
 
B. Prayer –– Fr. Tom Cassidy led a Prayer of Reparation. 
 
C. Table reflection –– SCJs spent 10 minutes reflecting on the morning discussions and reports.  
 
D. Leaning –– Each delegate and each proxy was given two slips of paper; SCJs were asked to submit their first two 

preferences for Provincial Superior. The purpose of the informal vote was to determine whether the assembly 
was ready to move forward in the voting process for Provincial Superior, or if it seemed that more discussion 
would be beneficial before moving towards voting.  
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The results of the leaning: 
 

Fr. Vien Nguyen – 62 
Fr. Jack Kurps – 45 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 14 
Fr. Mark Mastin – 2 
Fr. Duy Nguyen – 1 
Fr. Jim Schifano - 1  

 
E. Straw vote –– The assembly moved to a straw vote (one vote per voter). The results: 
 

Fr. Vien Nguyen – 36 
Fr. Jack Kurps – 24 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 3 
 

F. Canonical vote for Provincial Superior 
 

1. First canonical vote – The first attempt at the first canonical vote had to be redone. The number of votes 
counted by tellers in the room did not match the number of ballots submitted. The results of the second 
attempt of the first canonical vote: 

 
63 votes in the room; 42 votes needed for election (2/3 of votes) 

 
Fr. Vien Nguyen – 33 
Fr. Jack Kurps – 27 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 2 
Fr. Guy Blair – 1 

 
The threshold for election was not met. 

 
2. Second canonical vote  
 

63 votes in the room; 42 votes needed for election (2/3 of votes) 
 

Fr. Jack Kurps – 31 
Fr. Vien Nguyen – 31 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 1 

 
The threshold for election was not met. 

 
3. Third canonical vote 
 

63 votes in the room; 42 votes needed for election (2/3 of votes) 
 

Fr. Vien Nguyen – 34 
Fr. Jack Kurps – 28 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 1 

 
The threshold for election was not met. 

 
4. Fourth canonical vote 
 

63 votes in the room; 32 needed for election (absolute majority) 
 

Fr. Vien Nguyen – 35 
Fr. Jack Kurps - 27 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 1 
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Fr. Vien Nguyen received the necessary number of votes to be named Provincial Superior; he accepted the 
vote and agreed to serve as the next Provincial Superior.  

 
In his brief words of acceptance he said that “It is humbling to stand in front of you, to carry on the tradition 
of the US Province.” He then acknowledged and thanked the many SCJs who served as formators to him 
during his years as a candidate and as a professed SCJ, including Br. Peter Mankins, Fr. Stephen Huffstetter, 
Fr. Rick DiLeo, Fr. John Czyzynski, Fr. Michael Burke, Fr. Guy Blair, Br. Ray Kozuch, and Fr. Jan de Jong. 

 
V. Conclusion –– Following the election of Fr. Vien Nguyen as Provincial Superior, the assembly concluded its work for 

the day.  
 
VI. Liturgy –– The main celebrant of Tuesday’s liturgy was Fr. Jim Schroeder. The deceased of the province, in particu-

lar, the 20 SCJs who had passed during the six-and-a-half years of Fr. Ed Kilianski’s administration, were remem-
bered and honored. The 20: Fr. Don Barnd, Fr. PJ McGuire, Fr. Ray Vega, Fr. Peter Mastrobuono, Fr. Michael Burke, 
Br. Gabriel Kersting, Fr. Vincent McDonald, Fr. Charles Yost, Br. Benedict Humpfer, Fr. Steve Wiese, Fr. Leonard 
Elder, Fr. Joe Doscher, Fr. Tom Burns, Fr. Leonard Tadyszak, Fr. Paul Kelly, Fr. Bill Pitcavage, Fr. Paul Casper, Fr. 
Frank Burshnick, Fr. Robert Tucker and Br. John Monek.  

 
 
Wednesday, January 5 
 
I. Opening prayer –– Fr. Quang Nguyen led the opening prayer and served as prayer leader for the rest of the day.  
 
II. First morning session 

A. Fr. Vien Nguyen’s address  –– Fr. Tom Knoebel invited Fr. Vien to speak to the assembly. His text is attached as 
Addendum A.  

 
B. First table session –– Fr. Tom Knoebel invited SCJs to discuss in small groups Fr. Vien Nguyen’s address to the 

assembly. After ten minutes, each table was asked to share reactions. Comments, paraphrased: 
 

1. Fr. Nguyen’s presentation was refreshing and reenergizing. 
 
2. Fr. Nguyen’s comments exhibited a deep pastoral understanding for all members. 
 
3. Fr. Nguyen displays an understanding of the Church today, especially his reference to Pope Francis.  
 
4. We appreciated Fr. Nguyen’s reference to Pope Francis, his recognition of working with lay staff, being 

inclusive, noting social justice concerns, vocations. We must continue to work together in community to sup-
port his ideas. 

 
5. He spoke of inclusivity in every possible way, highlighted innovation. It is what we need at this time in the 

province. 
 
6. Fr. Nguyen has a clear vision of the past, present and future. He is forthright and has respect for our elders. 

He believes in enhancing spirituality especially among the young. He believes that challenges can be faced 
and that we can work together.  

 
7. We have become an example, a witness of community and ministry based in multiculturalism. We have 

shown that people from various backgrounds can come together to work together. Fr. Nguyen expresses 
this; interculturality needs to be valued as we move forward. We appreciate that he recognizes both our 
province elders and our youth.  

 
8. Fr. Nguyen listened to us, played back what he heard. He spoke with energy and hope. He spoke of the 

importance of developing lay involvement. He emphasized the need to deepen our spirituality, making sure 
that we have a solid foundation.  
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9. We appreciate Fr. Nguyen’s emphasis on ministry.  
 
10. We hear a person full of enthusiasm who noted that we have many challenges. 
 
11. He wants to walk together with the province. 
 
12. He notes our complexity and uniqueness. 
 
13. He wants to respond to the different voices of the province. 
 
14. He is open to promoting our international identity. 
 
15. Thoughtful reflections on the past, awareness of today, and a practical look at the future. 
 
16. There was more energy and enthusiasm in his voice when Fr. Nguyen spoke of the Centennial, looking at 

the past and moving forward to the future.  
 
17. We found Fr. Nguyen’s talk to be positive; we appreciated his inclusiveness in talking not only to the past 

but to each other now. We liked what he said about our spirituality and interest in developing retreats and 
renewals; we hope that these can help us to listen to each other. There is a willingness to strengthen our min-
istries by involving laity and facing our struggles together. We are in this together; it is not up to Fr. Nguyen 
to solve all of our problems himself; we must take responsibility together.  

 
18. As has been said before, vocation development is not the responsibility of one person. We must all take 

responsibility for this.  
 
Fr. Knoebel thanked the table secretaries for their reports.  
 

III. Second morning session 
A. Second table session –– In the second table discussion of the morning, SCJs were asked by Fr. Knoebel to look 

back on the goals, needs and priorities identified in the first day’s discussions. What is specifically needed now, 
as the assembly looks toward electing a Provincial Council to work with Fr. V. Nguyen? 

 
Group reports, paraphrased: 

 
1. Communication begins to form and is modeled from the top. Good communication frees the membership to 

express themselves and know that their ideas and opinions are important.  
 
2. We would like to see a council that has a relationship with all of our ministries, that is willing and able to 

keep the province informed about what is going on in our various ministries, what we do as a province. We 
like the model of the General Council where each councilor has specific responsibilities for certain areas.  

 
3. Are we ready to face the challenges of the next three years? Yes, but we need to be creative and supportive 

and work together to face these challenges. 
 
4. We need at least some people on the council who are visionary. Councilors should be comfortable delegating 

tasks, to work comfortably with the laity, and build broad connections across the province and apostolates. 
There is a need for inclusivity, and the energy to listen to young and old. The council needs creativity. No 
one person can possess all of these qualities. We need a council that can complement each other. 

 
5. There is a need to deepen our spirituality so that we have a solid foundation for ministry. We need creativity 

in developing new ministries and new approaches to ministry. We need an openness to internationality. We 
need people who have skills to move ideas into practice, who can develop creative solutions, who take into 
consideration the concerns of the whole province, not just certain groups or ministries. 

 
6. We are concerned about vocations. We also need people who are able to work with the laity to share the 

Dehonian charism. We need to have councilors who are able to challenge others to use their skills.  
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7. Skills needed on council include creative thinking, administrative skills, people with vision. 
 
8. We need councilors who are willing and able to challenge Fr. Nguyen. 
 
9. There is a need for corporate experience, an experience with administration and personnel management. 

Councilors need to be able to collaborate and delegate. Councilors need to help the province understand its 
financial picture. 

 
10. Subsidiarity. 
 
11. Able to say “no” to individualism. 
 
12. Welcome internationality. 
 
13. Able to interface with bishops and dioceses in general. 
 
14. Media savvy. 
 
15. A sense of legal concerns both corporate and criminal.  
 
16. Innovative thinking. Able to look at the past while bringing a younger vision to look at our future.  
 
17. Councilors could be liaisons between local communities and province administration.  
 
18. Experience. 
 
19. Compassion and empathy. 
 
20. Based in the Dehonian charism and SCJ spirituality and able to use that as a vehicle for decision-making. 

Councilors should not be “yes people.” We need real thinkers, people who are able to keep lines of commu-
nication open. 

 
21. Representation from various areas of the province. 
 
22. Continuation of what was begun in the past, especially regarding internationality and the welcoming of SCJs 

from other entities.  
 
23. Prepare for the Dehonian Year, explore new ministries, open to new paradigms, concern for internal and 

external ministries, able to keep Fr. V. Nguyen on a practical path, able to consider – not fear – change, abili-
ty to match skill sets to tasks, help Fr. Nguyen move vision forward.  

 
Fr. Knoebl concluded this section, noting the five things that he heard Fr. Nguyen ask councilors to help him 
with:  

 
- Challenge Fr. Nguyen to protect and promote the charism of Fr. Dehon. 
- Promote dialogue 
- Listen to and respond to diverse voices. 
- Be attentive to those in the province whose voices are sometimes neglected. 
- Be a genuine pastor to SCJs and our coworkers.  

 
B. Third table discussion –– At table, SCJs were aske to identify those whom they thought should be considered for 

the Provincial Council, sharing the qualities that they thought those SCJs could bring to the council. Reports 
from the table secretaries (paraphrased): 

 
1. Fr. Quang Nguyen, Fr. Jack Kurps and Fr. David Szatkowski. Among them they have a good sense of practi-

cality and could help articulate Fr. V. Nguyen’s vision. They have international skills and administrative 
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experience.  
 
2. Fr. Charles Brown, Fr. Rafael Querobin, and Fr. Vincent Suparman because they are able to see things with 

fresh eyes. 
 
3. Fr. Jack Kurps, Dn. David Nagel and Fr. Rafael Querobin. These SCJs offer a line of continuity along with 

new eyes, international experience, and administrative skills. 
 
4. Fr. Greg Schill for his youth and his representation of South Dakota; Fr. Ed Zemlik for his judgment and 

sense of province history from his work in the Archives and his experience on the diocesan council in 
Mississippi; Fr. Jack Kurps for his experience and organizational skills. 

 
5. Fr. Jack Kurps covers all of the bases with his knowledge of the charism, his administrative skills and back-

ground with our corporate works; Br. Duane Lemke is creative, has a passion for Justice and Peace, speaks 
his mind but is respectful of others, knows the charism, works with international students; Fr. Rafael 
Querobin has formation experience, was on the council in Brazil and has an international perspective. 

 
6. Fr. Jack Kurps brings a connection to past administrations, offering continuity, he has organizational skills, is 

grounded in our spirituality and shares it with others, good liturgical sense; Fr. Rafael Querobin relates well 
with others, has been in formation ministry and on council in Brazil; Fr. Andrzej Sudol has formation experi-
ence, he did his doctoral dissertation on interculturality, and he has experience in various missions. 

 
7. Fr. Rafael Querobin, Fr. Jack Kurps and Br. Duane Lemke. They bring internationality, spirituality, are good 

listeners, creative, supportive, they have formation experience, council experience, and are “people persons.” 
 
8. Fr. Rafael Querobin because of his ability as a good listener, his internationality, pastoral work and Hispanic 

background. Fr. Greg Schill for his pastoral experience, his enthusiasm for the missions in South Dakota. Fr. 
Andrzej Sudol for his formation experience, his knowledge of the founder and his relational skills. All three 
are good listeners, are young and bring good energy. 

 
9. Fr. Guy Blair, Fr. Rafael Querobin and Fr. Jack Kurps are our first choices. We also considered Fr. Duy 

Nguyen, Fr. Yvon Sheehy and Br. Duane Lemke. All have practical and creative experience in leadership, 
administration, and ministry. 

 
To summarize, the names that were brought forth from the table discussions as potential candidates for the 
Provincial Council: 

 
Fr. Quang Nguyen 
Fr. Jack Kurps 
Fr. David Szatkowski 
Fr. Charles Brown 
Fr. Vincent Suparman 
Fr. Rafael Querobin 
Dn. David Nagel 
Fr. Greg Schill 
Fr. Ed Zemlik 
Br. Duane Lemke 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol 
Fr. Guy Blair 
Fr. Duy Nguyen 
Br. Duane Lemke 
Fr. Yvon Sheehy 
 

IV. First afternoon session 
 

A. Discernment vote –– Each voter (including proxies) was given three ballots to indicate their preferences for 
members of the US Province to be considered for Provincial Council. The results of the discernment vote: 
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Fr. Rafael Querobin – 43 
Fr Jack Kurps - 35 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 15 
Fr. Greg Schill - 15 
Br. Duane Lemke - 11 
Dn. David Nagel – 9 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol - 9 
Fr. Guy Blair - 6 
Fr. David Szatkowski – 5 
Fr. Duy Nguyen – 4 
Fr. Vincent Suparman – 4 
Fr. Zbigniew Morawiec – 3 
Fr. Yvon Sheehy - 3 
Fr. Ed Zemlik – 2 
Fr. Mark Mastin – 2 
Br. Brian Tompkins – 1 
Fr. Tim Gray – 1 
Fr. Jim Schroeder – 1 

 
B. Straw vote for First Councilor –– Each voter in the room received one ballot; the results: 
 

Fr. Jack Kurps – 32 
Fr. Rafael Querobin – 19 
Fr. Greg Schill – 3 
Fr. Ed Zemlik – 2 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 2 
Dn. David Nagel – 1 
Fr. Mark Mastin – 1 

 
C. First canonical vote for First Councilor –– There were 60 votes in the room; 31 (absolute majority) were needed 

for the election to council. The results: 
 

Fr. Jack Kurps – 37 
Fr. Rafael Querobin – 17 
Fr. Greg Schill – 2 
Fr. Ed Zemlik - 2 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 1 
Dn. David Nagel – 1 

 
Fr. Jack Kurps received the necessary number of votes for election to Provincial Council. He accepted his elec-
tion.  

 
D. Straw vote for Second Councilor – Each voter in the room received one ballot; the results: 
 

Fr. Rafael Querobin – 32 
Fr. Greg Schill – 6 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 6 
Fr. Ed Zemlik – 3 
Br. Duane Lemke – 2 
Fr. Mark Mastin - 2 
Dn. David Nagel - 1 
Br. Frank Presto – 1 
Fr. Jim Schroeder – 1 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 1 
Fr. Zbigniew Morawiec – 1 
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E. First canonical vote for Second Councilor –– There were 60 votes in the room; 31 (absolute majority) were need-
ed for the election to council. The results: 

 
Fr. Rafael Querobin – 42 
Fr. Greg Schill – 7 
Fr. Quang Nguyen - 4 
Br. Duane Lemke – 3 
Fr. Ed Zemlik – 2 
Invalid vote - 1 

 
Fr. Rafael Querobin received the necessary number of votes for election to Provincial Council. He accepted his 
election. 

 
F. Straw vote for Third Councilor –– Each voter in the room received one ballot; the results: 
 

Fr. Greg Schill – 25 
Br. Duane Lemke – 10 
Fr. Quang Nguyen - 7 
Dn. David Nagel – 4 
Fr. David Szatkowski – 4 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 3 
Fr. Mark Mastin – 2 
Fr. Ed Zemlik - 2 
Fr. Charles Brown – 1 
Fr. Jim Schroeder – 1 

 
G. First canonical vote for Third Councilor –– There were 60 votes in the room; 31 (absolute majority) were needed 

for the election to council. The results: 
 

Fr. Greg Schill – 32 
Br. Duane Lemke – 11 
Fr. Quang Nguyen - 6 
Dn. David Nagel - 3 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 2 
Fr. David Szatkowski – 2 
Fr. Mark Mastin – 2 
Fr. Ed Zemlik - 2 

 
Fr. Greg Schill received the necessary number of votes for election to Provincial Council. He accepted his elec-
tion. 

 
V. Liturgy –– The main celebrant of Wednesday’s liturgy was Fr. Stephen Huffstetter, vicar general. During the liturgy, 

Fr. Huffstetter anointed Fr. Kilianski, who would soon begin treatment for pancreatic cancer. 
 

 
Thursday, January 6 
 
I. Opening prayer –– Br. Duane Lemke led the opening prayer and served as prayer leader for the rest of the day.  
 
II. Morning session 

A. Table discussions –– In small groups SCJs were asked to reflect on the previous discussions of the week and dis-
cern who might best complete the five-member Provincial Council. Who has the skills and talents necessary to 
best assist Fr. Vien Nguyen in leading the province for the next three years? Table reports (paraphrased): 

 
1. Not having an SCJ in-charge of Justice and Peace ministry diminished its impact on the province member-

ship. Interculturality is growing among the membership of the US Province and among those to whom it 
ministers. A sensitivity to both of these concerns is important for the council. The names we discussed were 
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Br. Duane Lemke because he has shown a passion for social justice concerns, especially human trafficking, 
and Fr. Andrzej Sudol because of his experience with internationality and interculturality. We also suggest 
Fr. Quang Nguyen to offer continuity with the previous council. 

 
2. Councilors need to be supportive of the programs and goals of Fr. V. Nguyen. They need to be good com-

municators, creative in ministry, a sensitivity to multiculturalism. We find these qualities in Br. Duane 
Lemke and Fr. Andrzej Sudol. 

 
3. One of the most significant qualities needed on the council is someone who thinks differently, who is able to 

challenge the direction we are moving in. We need a loyal opposition, someone who can call the group to 
review the aspects of a discussion before a decision is reached; someone who can think outside of the box. 
We see these attributes in Fr. Guy Blair and Fr. Andrzej Sudol.  

 
4. Dn. David Nagel brings a sense of history and a knowledge of the spirituality of Fr. Dehon. He has a strong 

knowledge of province finances. Fr. Jim Schroeder also has a strong knowledge of Fr. Dehon. Br. Duane 
Lemke has knowledge of formation. 

 
5. We need people who are willing to speak up. They need to be collaborative, have integrity, able to commu-

nicate, have a sense of historical perspective. They should be empathetic, men of prayer and discernment. 
We suggest Fr. Ed Zemlik and Fr. Mark Mastin.  

 
6. One of our primary issues in the province is health care and self-care. We need someone who is able to con-

front these concerns in a compassionate way. We suggest Fr. Jim Schroeder and Dn. David Nagel, with Fr. 
Mark Mastin as another possibility. 

 
7. We need formation experience and a concern for social justice issues. We suggest Br. Duane Lemke. 
 
8. Experience and awareness is needed in regard to mission, vocation and administration. We need people who 

are able to envision the future and carry it out, but also people who offer continuity with the past. We sug-
gest Fr. David Szatkowski and Fr. Quang Nguyen. 

 
9. The abilities needed on council include a willingness to be honest with the Provincial Superior, the ability to 

listen and dialogue, and awareness of interculturality. The province has traditionally included a brother on 
the council to offer the perspective of a non-cleric. Br. Duane Lemke is creative, is passionate about Justice 
and Peace, and has experience in interculturality in community. Dn. David Nagel knows the history of the 
province, has wide experience and a good sense of the charism of Fr. Dehon. 

 
10. We need people who can visualize the future, who are good with dialogue, have good verbal skills. We 

named Br. Duane Lemke, Fr. Andrzej Sudol, Fr. David Szatkowski and Fr. Duy Nguyen. 
 
To summarize, the names that were brought forth from the table discussions as potential candidates for the 
remaining two positions on Provincial Council: 
 
Br. Duane Lemke 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol 
Fr. Quang Nguyen 
Fr. Guy Blair 
Dn. David Nagel 
Fr. Jim Schroeder 
Fr. Ed Zemlik 
Fr. Mark Mastin 
Fr. David Szatkowski 
Fr. Duy Nguyen 
 

B. Leaning –– Each delegate and each proxy was given two slips of paper; SCJs were asked to submit their first two 
preferences for the remaining members of the Provincial Council.  
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The results of the leaning: 
 

Br. Duane Lemke – 28 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol - 16 
Fr. Quang Nguyen - 17 
Dn. David Nagel – 15  
Fr. Guy Blair – 8 
Fr. David Szatkowski - 7 
Fr. Ed Zemlik – 5 
Fr. Mark Mastin - 5 
Fr. Jim Schroeder – 4 
Fr. Duy Nguyen – 3 
Fr. Zbigniew Morawiec – 1 

 
C. Straw vote –– The results of the straw vote for Fourth Councilor: 
 

Br. Duane Lemke – 24 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 14 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 5 
Dn. David Nagel - 4 
Fr. Ed Zemlik - 3 
Fr. David Szatkowski – 2 
Fr. Guy Blair – 1 
Fr. Mark Mastin – 3 
Fr. Jim Schroeder – 1 

 
D. First canonical vote for Fourth Councilor –– There were 57 votes in the room. Using a formula whereby numbers 

are rounded up when there is an odd number of ballots, the provincial secretary stated that the number of votes 
needed for election to council was 30 (absolute majority). However after the first vote took place, Fr. David 
Szatkowski, a canon lawyer, raised an objection, stating that the number needed for election (absolute majority), 
taking into account that an odd number cannot be divided evenly, was 29, not 30. Fr. Ed Kilianski, Provincial 
Superior, supported Fr. Szatkowski’s interjection. The threshold for election to council with 57 votes was agreed 
to be 29.  

 
The results of the first canonical vote for Fourth Councilor: 

 
Br. Duane Lemke - 29 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 11 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 4 
Fr. Ed Zemlik – 3 
Dn. David Nagel - 3 
Fr. Guy Blair – 2 
Fr. David Szatkowski – 2 
Fr. Mark Mastin - 2 
Fr. Jim Schroeder - 1 

 
Br. Duane Lemke received the necessary number of votes for election to Provincial Council. He accepted his elec-
tion. 

 
E. Straw vote –– the results for straw vote for Fifth Provincial Councilor: 
 

Fr. Quang Nguyen – 17 
Dn. David Nagel - 13 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 12 
Fr. Guy Blair – 5 
Fr. Ed Zemlik - 4 
Fr. Mark Mastin - 3 
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Fr. David Szatkowski – 1 
Fr. Terry Langley – 1 
Fr. Jim Schroeder – 1 

 
F. Morning announcements –– Before breaking for lunch Fr. Stephen Huffstetter informed the assembly that he 

tried to contact the General Procurator regarding the question of how voting percentages should be rounded up 
in the case of an odd number of ballots. This will be reviewed at the general level. Fr. Ed Kilianski expressed his 
gratitude to the assembly; he would be leaving for a medical appointment before the afternoon session and 
would not be able to take part in the closing moments of the assembly. He thanked SCJs for their prayers and 
other support during his years as Provincial Superior, and personally, as he has faced several significant health 
challenges.  

 
III. Afternoon session 
 

A. Table discussion –– Members of the assembly were invited by Fr. Knoebel to take ten minutes for discussion and 
come to consensus on a proposed candidate for the fifth member of the Provincial Council. Each table would be 
asked to report back to the group with the name and the reason why the candidate was being proposed. Reports 
to the group (paraphrased): 

 
1. Fr. Andrzej Sudol because he has international experience and can think outside the box. 
 
2. Fr. Andrzej Sudol and Dn. David Nagel. Fr. Sudol because of his international experience, missionary spirit, 

intercultural studies, languages, ability to bring new insights, formation experience, practicality. Dn. Nagel is 
a man with vast experience in leadership, knowledge of the history of the province, and he is grounded in 
spirituality. As Treasurer, he has voice in the council meeting room, but as a member of council his voice 
would have more weight.  

 
3. Fr. Quang Nguyen and Fr. Andrzej Sudol. 
 
4. Dn. David Nagel, because of his experience and expertise. Fr. Andrzej Sudol because of his sense of interna-

tionality and interculturality. Fr. Quang Nguyen has a strong, clear voice. 
 
5. Dn. David Nagel because as treasurer he has worked hard for the province, he has a good sense of the inter-

national congregation from his work on the General Finance Commission. Many see him for his work in 
finance, but he also has experience in South Dakota, formation and is well rooted in the Dehonian charism 
and SCJ history. 

 
6. Dn. David Nagel has a good picture of the province and the international congregation. He has been to other 

entities. The council needs another wisdom figure who knows the province well. He is grounded in the 
Dehonian charism and has knowledge of formation.  

 
7. Fr. Andrzej Sudol has international experience and compassion. 
 
8. Fr. Guy Blair is very creative, sees multiple possibilities. He has wisdom, experience. He has deep and abid-

ing concerns for the outcasts of society. 
 
9. Fr. Quang Nguyen has experience with multiple Provincial Superiors, he relates well to both young and old. 

He can say “no” when necessary. 
 
To summarize, the names that were brought forth from the table discussions as potential candidates for the 
remaining position on Provincial Council: 
 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol 
Dn. David Nagel 
Fr. Quang Nguyen 
Fr. Guy Blair 
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B. Straw ballot –– The results of the straw ballot for the Fifth Provincial Councilor: 
 

Dn. David Nagel – 20 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 16 
Fr. Quang Nguyen - 13 
Fr. Guy Blair – 5 
Fr. Ed Zemlik – 1 

 
C. First canonical vote for Fifth Provincial Councilor–– There were 55 votes in the room; 28 (absolute majority) were 

needed for the election to council. The results: 
 

Dn. David Nagel - 26 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol - 20 
Fr. Quang Nguyen – 9 

 
D. Second canonical vote for Fifth Provincial Councilor –– There were 55 votes in the room; 28 (absolute majority) 

were needed for the election to council. The first attempt of the second canonical vote was invalid because there 
were more ballots received than votes in the room. The results of the second distribution of ballots for the second 
canonical vote: 

 
Dn. David Nagel – 33 
Fr. Andrzej Sudol – 18 
Fr. Quang Nguyen - 4 

 
Dn. David Nagel received the necessary number of votes for election to Provincial Council. He accepted his elec-
tion. 

 
E. Closing comments 
 

1. Fr. Tom Knoebel –– Fr. Knoebel said that he was honored to have been asked to serve as facilitator of the 
assembly; he has long felt a strong connection to the Priests of the Sacred Heart. Fr. Knoebel said that he was 
impressed by the seriousness of the discussions, and the spirit of prayer that permeated the assembly. There 
was a good depth to the table discussions, and table secretaries did an excellent job in reporting to the 
group. There was a sense of charitableness and respect for one another. Fr. Knoebel congratulated those who 
were elected to leadership and assured the province of his continued prayers. 

 
2. Fr. Quang Nguyen –– Fr. Q. Nguyen shared closing words from Fr. Ed Kilianski, who was unable to be pres-

ent for the afternoon session. Speaking for Fr. Kilianski, Fr. Q. Nguyen thanked the informal Preparatory 
Committee for its work: Fr. John van den Hengel, Sr. Cathy Bertrand, Fr. Jack Kurps and Br. Frank Presto. 
He thanked Fr. Tom Knoebel for serving as facilitator on short notice (Fr. van den Hengel was to be facilita-
tor but had to cancel international travel plans due to the rising COVID numbers). He thanked the tellers 
(Novices Jonathan Nguyen-Vuong, Jacob Smith and Michael Wodarczyk) and the recording secretary of the 
assembly, Mary Gorski. Fr. Q. Nguyen thanked the province video team: Fraters Truc Tran and Paul (Phong) 
Hoang, as well as Fr. Vien Nguyen. He thanked Br. Frank Presto for all of his work before and during the 
assembly in his role as Provincial Secretary. And finally, he thanked all of the SCJs for their participation in 
the election of provincial leadership. 

 
IV. Closing Mass –– Fr. Vien Nguyen, newly elected Provincial Superior, was the main celebrant at the final liturgy of 

the assembly. 
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Fr. Vien’s words… 
 
The following is the reflection that Fr. Vien Nguyen, SCJ, newly elected provincial superior of the US Province, gave to 
members of the Election Assembly the morning of January 5, 2022:  
 
Thank you for entrusting me with the ministry of provincial superior. Thank you, Jack Kurps, for recruiting me when I first 
discerned my vocation with the Priests of the Sacred Heart. As I mentioned yesterday, my gratitude goes to my formators 
who taught me to breathe the SCJ spirituality and charism. I am grateful to many of you who have formed me in so many 
ways to become an SCJ. 
 
For those who have reservations about me, I ask you to give me the benefit of the doubt. I ask for your prayers. And I ask 
you to help me be successful because my success is our success. 
 
The experience of being elected reminds me of my experience with my mom. Many years ago, my mom and I traveled to 
Vietnam from Houston, Texas, via Beijing, China. After 15 hours on the airplane, my mom was tired and disoriented. As 
we approached Beijing, my mom leaned to me and asked: “Son, Is there a Chinatown in China?” I responded respectfully: 
“Mom, all of China is a Chinatown.” 
 
If confirmed as provincial I know there will be moments of disorientation. And there will be many sleepless nights when I 
think about the province. Fr Tom Cassidy reminded me yesterday about what Pope St. John XXIII said before going to bed: 
“It’s your church, Lord. I am going to bed.” Whatever the circumstances will be, I know our spirituality will keep me strong. 
 
Although leadership responsibilities can be overwhelming, I know that I am not doing this alone. I will have the Council 
and you to help me foster spiritual vitality and fraternal care for members and co-workers in our province. 
 
Having read the State of the Province and having heard from you, I want to share what I would like to work on with the 
Council and you. I organize my thoughts under three headings: (1) Remembering the Past, (2) Celebrating the Present, and 
(3) Preparing for the Future. 
 
Remembering the Past 
 
We look to the past with grateful hearts. To borrow the words of Sister Joan Chittister, our brother SCJs went where there 
was no trail and left a path. Guided by the Holy Spirit, our Founder, our pioneers, and many generations of American SCJs 
responded boldly and courageously to the cries of the poor and the needs of the Church. We are blessed to stand on the 
shoulders of giants and to walk in their path. 
 
The year 2023 is the centennial anniversary of the first SCJ ministry in the United States. We will form a committee to help 
us prepare for this momentous occasion. We will strive to rediscover or reawaken the apostolic creativity of the founding 
members of the province and the Congregation. The centennial is a time for us to deepen our charism and spirituality. I 
envision us having spiritual renewal programs, conferences and retreats. 
 
Celebrating the Present 
 
We celebrate the commitment and wisdom of our elders who have dedicated their whole lives to God, and to others. In my 
Asian culture, and this is also true in South American and African cultures, our elders are held in high respect. They bring 
wisdom, dependability, and loving care. To our elders in the community, you have my utmost respect. Please continue to 
pray, support, and inspire our younger members. We will consult with you on issues and matters concerning the province. 

Addendum A to Election Assembly minutes
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We will continue to provide the best care for you and pay attention to your needs and concerns.  
 
We celebrate our diversity in community life. Our province is becoming more international and intercultural. We are a 
mirror of our Congregation and of the world today. We will strive to embrace the gifts and talents that we all bring to this 
province. We will find new ways of being community together. The administration will work closely with local superiors 
to promote intentional intercultural living and to strengthen relationships and communications among members. We will 
make sure that everyone in the province finds himself at home among us, no matter what culture he is from. 
 
We celebrate the richness of our ministry. As a province, we want to know how our brothers are doing in our apostolates. 
What are the challenges they face and the joys they encounter in ministry? How can the province help our brothers maintain 
their enthusiasm and vibrancy in ministry and in community? What do they need to live the joy of the Gospel? As a 
province, we care about our co-workers, the laity. How are our co-workers embodying our SCJ spirituality in their 
ministerial roles? What can the province do to prepare or empower them to spread our SCJ charism and spirituality?  

 
Preparing for the Future 
 
We will identify and prepare SCJs for various positions in the province, such as finance, vocation work, formation, spiritual 
direction, justice and peace, and immigration. I concur with you about preparing someone to study and help us retrieve our 
charism and spirituality. We will work with superiors of other entities in the Congregation to help us by sending SCJs who 
have missionary zest and who are passionate about embodying Christ’s love.  
 
Pope Francis said at the recent extraordinary Synod on the Family: “God is not afraid of new things.” Here the Pope 
encourages creative imagination and innovation. I see the need for creative use of the media to reach people in the US and 
beyond. We are encouraged to read, discern, and respond to the signs of the times in our day. As our province grows smaller 
in size and older in age, we see greater involvement of the laity in our apostolates. We will analyze, discuss, and explore 
different management approaches for the laity to ensure that our charism and spirituality remain vibrant and our ministry 
exciting. Some of you mentioned new ministries that excite the whole province. I am on board with the idea. The 
administration will explore possibilities of serving and bringing vibrancy and excitement.  
 
On a personal note, as for members of the Council, I will work collabroatively with whomever you elect. I would ask the 
councilors to challenge me to protect and promote the charism of the Founder, to promote dialogue and cohesiveness 
between communities and among members, to listen to and respect the diverse voices in our province and our apostolates, 
be attentive to those in the province whose voices and presence are often neglected, and to be a genuine pastor to our 
brother SCJs and co-workers. 
 
These are some examples of my thoughts, hopes, and visions for the province. The administration will have some time to 
reflect on and process what you have said and hoped for. 
 
Please pray for me that I have the ear to listen attentively to the different voices in the province, the eye to see clearly the 
direction for the province, and the heart to be pastoral and compassionate to all.  
 
I want to conclude with an adaptation of the words that Fr. Tony Russo sent me: Our Founder and pioneer US SCJs have 
given us the torch. Let’s take the torch and walk forward together. 

 
Thank you for listening.
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NECROLOGY
+Fr. Luigi Mostarda, a member of the North Italian Province, died on January 8. He was born in 1940, professed in 1958 and 
ordained in 1968. 
 
+Fr. José Miguel García Tutor, a member of the Spanish Province, died on January 7. He was born in 1941, professed oin 1958 and 
ordained in 1967. 
 
+Fr. Brás Severino da Silva, a member of the Brazil – Recife Province, died on January 5. He was born in 1926, professed in 1949 
and ordained in 1954. 
 
+Fr. Paulus Sugino, an Indonesian member of the Madagascar Region, died on December 12. He was born in 1954, professed in 
1979 and ordained in 1982. Before serving in Madagascar, Fr. Sugino had been a member of the General Council from 2009-2018, 
and before that was provincial superior of the Indonesian Province. 
 
+Br. Paul Champion, a member of the Francophone-European Province, he died on December 24. He was born in 1933 and pro-
fessed in 1955. 
 
+ Fr. Aldecir José Piai, a member of the South Brazilian Province, died on January 16. He was born in 1961, professed in 1995 and 
ordained in 2001. 
 
+ Fr. Enrico Jemma, a member of the South Italian Province, died on January 19. He was born in 1939, professed in 1957 and 
ordained in 1966. 
 
+ Fr. Joannes Aarts, a member of the Dutch Region, died on January 26. He was born in 1937, professed in 1959 and ordained in 
1964. 
 
+ Fr. João Freitas Nóbrega, a member of the Portuguese Province, died on February 3. He was born in 1946, professed in 1966 and 
ordained in 1973.

February 13-18: General Conference 
April 5-6: Provincial Council Planning Retreat, Chamberlain, SD 
May 10-11: Provincial Council meeting, Hales Corners, WI 
June 28-29: Provincial Council meeting, Hales Corners, WI 
August 10: Provincial Council teleconference TBA 
September 27-28: Provincial Council meeting, Hales Corners, WI 
November 9-10: Provincial Council meeting, Hales Corners, WI 
December 20-21: Provincial Council meeting, Hales Corners, WI 
 

CALENDAR

UPDATES
Bishop Joseph Potocnak no longer uses his landline. Please use his cell phone for phone calls:  727-340-0795. 


